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IDS - COMMAND & CONTROL (IDS-C²) SOLUTION UNVIELED
KENNESAW, GA (April 3, 2015) – Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) announces its newest offering, the IDS Command & Control (IDS-C²) Solution. The IDS-C² solution empowers an organization through the real-time
dynamic exchange of critical information, creating a common sight-picture among agencies within an operational
network. In short, IDS-C² leverages information technology to enrich an organization’s command & control
center…where information is transformed into actionable knowledge.
The Command & Control (C²) concept, while commonly associated with military operations, can be equally
applied to any endeavor requiring the efficient utilization of critical resources, the synchronization of efforts in a
dynamic environment, and time-critical decision-making. Through the IDS-C² solution, any organization can
achieve the synergy and collaborative decision-making the operation demands, while retaining the flexibility,
tailorability, and limitless potential to grow alongside the operational requirements. The SAI IDS-C² solution
consists of SAI products, services, and support, all neatly wrapped in a full performance solution package.
Darrin Luedke, Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of SAI stated, “The IDS-C² solution has been needed
for years and it just naturally fits with existing Department of Defense programs such as the US Air Force Airfield
Automation System (AFAS) and the US Army Airfield Automation System (AAAS). I want to personally thank Joe
Kirk, SAI’s Manager of Business Development, for spearheading the effort to bring this solution to fruition. Having
personally spent over two decades on active duty in the US Air Force, I could only have dreamed of having an
IDS-C² capability available to me during day-to-day and crisis situations. The ability to instantly communicate with
every agency in real-time is amazing.”
The IDS-C² solution is available today as a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) solution adapted to meet each
location’s specific needs and/or mission. The ability to customize and configure the IDS-C² solution, not only
during the initial deployment phase, but throughout the entire life cycle of the solution is where the true power of
SAI products lies. Adaptability, unlimited expansion potential, and proven performance make this another solid
offering from SAI.
About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) provides comprehensive solutions and services to address the technology
requirements of civilian, government, and military air traffic control, aviation and emergency facilities. A pioneer in
the Information Display Systems (IDS) industry, SAI has more than 30 years of experience developing and
implementing IDS networks in diverse operational environments around the world. The company’s solutions
include the widely-adopted and highly-customizable IDS5 product suite, network and software engineering,
classroom and online training courses, technical support, project/program management, and other services
designed to improve customers’ information access, situational awareness, responsiveness, and operational
efficiencies. For more information, visit SAI at: http://www.sysatl.com.
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